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The classical description of synchrotron radiation fails at large Lorentz factors, γ, for relativistic
electrons crossing strong transverse magnetic fields B. In the rest frame of the electron this field
is comparable to the so-called critical field B0 = 4.414 · 109 T. For χ = γB/B0 ≃ 1 quantum
corrections are essential for the description of synchrotron radiation to conserve energy. With electrons of energies 10-150 GeV penetrating a germanium single crystal along the h110i axis, we have
experimentally investigated the transition from the regime where classical synchrotron radiation is
an adequate description, to the regime where the emission drastically changes character; not only
in magnitude, but also in spectral shape. The spectrum can only be described by quantum synchrotron radiation formulas. Apart from being a test of strong-field quantum electrodynamics, the
experimental results are also relevant for the design of future linear colliders where beamstrahlung
- a closely related process - may limit the achievable luminosity.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the seminal paper by Schwinger on emission of synchrotron radiation [1], the classical treatment is shown
to be invalid once the momentum of the emitted quantum becomes comparable to the electron momentum, i.e.
the condition for validity is ~ω ≪ E, ω ∼ ωc where
E = γmc2 is the energy of the electron, γ the Lorentz
factor of the electron, ~ω the energy of the photon and
ωc the critical frequency of the emitted synchrotron radiation. This condition - not included in his original
manuscript [2] - he wrote as a function of the magnetic
field B as E/mc2 ≪ mc2 /((e~/mc)B), which translates
into χ ≡ γB/B0 ≪ 1 where B0 is the critical magnetic
field, B0 = m2 c3 /e~ = 4.414 · 109 T. The equivalent electric field is E0 = m2 c3 /e~ = 1.32 · 1016 V/cm. As also
remarked by Schwinger, with a normally obtainable field
of up to 1 T, classical theory is adequate up to energies of 1015 eV, even nowadays an extreme energy. However, since χ is a relativistic invariant, the combination
of strong fields and high Lorentz factors may give rise
to synchrotron radiation in the quantum regime where
χ & 1.
In crystals, electric fields of the order 1011 V/cm, corresponding to magnetic fields of a few 104 T and originating from the screened nuclear fields, are achievable along
crystallographic axes (see below). Thus, using particles
with γ ∼ 105 as e.g. the 100 GeV electrons obtainable
at the CERN SPS, experimental investigations of synchrotron radiation in the quantum regime become possible.

A.

Spin-flip transitions

Not only does the total radiated energy differ substantially between the classical and quantum regimes, the
spectral composition becomes drastically different once
the energy of the impinging particle gets sufficiently high.
Part of the explanation for this comes from the increasing
relevance of spin-flip processes in the quantum regime.
Spin-flip processes are slow and of low energy for χ ≪ 1,
but become fast and extremely energetic for χ comparable to or beyond 1. In a simple classical picture, one can
explain why the energy of a spin-flip transition becomes
comparable to the electron energy for χ ∼ 1. Due to
the Lorentz transformation to the rest frame of the penetrating electron, the strong electric field in the crystal
appears as a strong magnetic field B = γβElab , in which
the magnetic moment of the electron achieves an energy
~ giving rise to emission connected to a
of Eµ = −~µ · B,
spin-flip transition. In an ’elementary treatment’, which
is not completely correct but ’has direct intuitive appeal
and works surprisingly well for electrons’ [3], the spin-flip
transitions of electrons with µ = e~/2mc have an energy
∆Eµ = e~B/mc in the rest system [4]. Transformation
back to the laboratory yields a factor γ such that the
result is
∆Eµ = γ 2 β

E
mc2 = χβγmc2
E0

(1)

so the electron radiates a significant fraction of its energy,
E, when χβ ≃ 1. This simple estimate shows why spinflip radiation transfers large fractions of the kinetic energy when χ ∼ 1 is reached. However, the model has ob-
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vious limitations since it predicts energy transfers larger
than the electron energy for χ ≃ 1.
The time scale of spin-flip transitions, τsf , that lead to
polarization of the electron is given by [5–7]
γ
8~
τsf = √
2
χ
5 3αmc 3

(2)
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which
√ may be rewritten as cτsf = εsf γa0 /χ where εsf =
8/5 3 ≃ 92.4% is the maximum polarization degree due
to spin-flip transitions and a0 is the Bohr radius. For
a 100 GeV electron in a χ = 1 field, cτsf becomes 10
µm or τsf = 32 fs. For the more usual situation of a
1 GeV electron in a 1 T field, cτsf is 7.3 astronomical
units and τsf is 61 minutes - a typical polarization time
in an accelerator. Therefore a substantial fraction of the
radiation events originate from spin-flip transitions as one
gets to and beyond χ ≃ 1, even in a target as thin as
0.1 mm. Theoretical studies [8] point to the possibility
of obtaining polarized positrons in a similar manner, by
planar channeling through bent crystals of lengths about
1 mm.
Ultrarelativistic leptons with γ & 105 that penetrate a
crystal where they are exposed to fields E ≃ 1011 V/cm
may therefore probe the quantum regime χ & 1 where
spin-flip transitions and recoil becomes decisive for the
intensity and shape of the radiation spectrum. See e.g.
[9, 10] for reviews on such strong-field effects in crystals.

B.

Beamstrahlung

Synchrotron radiation in the quantum regime is of
great importance to the design of the collision point and
a potentially serious limitation for the next generation
linear colliders based on lepton beams. The crucial phenomenon here is the emission of intense radiation due
to the interaction of one bunch with the electromagnetic
field from the opposing bunch. The particle deflection
imposed by the field of the oncoming bunch leads to an
emission process very similar to synchrotron radiation:
beamstrahlung. As the emission of beamstrahlung has a
direct and significant impact on the energy of the colliding particles, it is a decisive factor for e.g. the energyweighted luminosity. Conversely, beamstrahlung emission may provide a method for luminosity measurement.
It is therefore important to know if beamstrahlung theory is correct, for the conceptual and technical design of
the collision region - the interaction center about which
the rest of the machine is based.
The Lorentz factor γ in the case of a collider is understood as the Lorentz factor of each of the oppositely directed beams, measured in the laboratory system. Then
relativistic velocity addition yields the Lorentz factor γ ′
- responsible for length contraction or time dilation of one beam seen from a particle in the other beam of
γ ′ = 2γ 2 − 1, usually shortened to 2γ 2 in the ultrarelativistic limit. Thus, in the rest frame of one bunch the

field of the other bunch is boosted by a factor ≃ 2γ 2 and
may approach or even exceed critical field values.
The emission of beamstrahlung can be expressed as a
function of χ (often called Υ in the accelerator physics
community) which is of the order of unity for the next
generation linear colliders [11]. For the planned Compact LInear Collider (CLIC) at CERN, the collision point
is designed such that the average value of the strongfield parameter is Υ ≃ 4 and for the International Linear Collider (ILC) with 500 GeV center-of-mass energy
Υ = 0.045. For CLIC, due to the emission of beamstrahlung, the peak luminosity L1 (where L1 is defined
as the luminosity for that part of the beam where the
energy is still at least 99% of the initial value) becomes
only about 34% of the nominal. Simulations show that if
the radiation probability was not suppressed by quantum
effects, the peak luminosity L1 would be further reduced
to 17% of the nominal value. This illustrates the importance of the inclusion and understanding of strong field
effects in the design of a future collider. For these future
colliders, γγ-collisions, resulting in e.g. hadronic interactions, may be generated from the beams themselves and
the advantage of using leptonic beams, that give ’clean’
collisions, is abated. The beamstrahlung problem is unavoidable since small beam cross sections are needed to
give high luminosity for single passage machines (as opposed to circular machines). Since Υ ∝ N γ ·σz /(σx +σy ),
with N the number of particles in each bunch and σ denoting the beam size, with high energies and high luminosity a high value of Υ is obtained. However, the problem may be partly alleviated by applying special bunch
structures (ribbon pulses) to avoid rapid beam deterioration from strong-field effects [12].
Thus, design schemes for the next generation colliders
rely heavily on calculations of synchrotron radiation in
the transition region from the classical to the quantum
regime, χ ≃ 1. However, apart from a previous study
performed with a tungsten target without the ability
to measure the spectral composition of the emitted
photons [4], such calculations have hitherto not been
experimentally tested in the relevant region of values of χ.

In the following we show experimentally, that when
exposed to the strong, pseudo-continuous field in a crystal, the radiation changes character, with the intensity
going from the classical γ 2 dependence towards a much
weaker dependency, consistent with a theory predicting
that eventually it becomes proportional to γ 2/3 . The
field, in this case, is ’turned on’ when the crystal is rotated from a ’random’ orientation where the scattering
centers act incoherently to an axial orientation where
the fields are coherently adding up along the direction
of motion of the penetrating particle.
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THEORETICAL EXPECTATIONS

Here we will briefly introduce some theoretical aspects
and definitions that are neccessary to get an understanding of the radiation process in the high-field environment
of a crystal axis. The discussion will only concern axial
strong fields and all explicit values are for the germanium
h110i axis at room temperature. These can be found in
[9].
Let θ be the angle between the direction of an electron and the crystal axis. Radiation can be divided into
several regimes depending on θ. Electrons that have
entrance angles smaller than the Lindhard critical angle θc are trapped in the cylindrical potential along the
crystal axis or are in low
p above-barrier states. This
2V0 /E which is 47 µrad at
angle is given by θc =
E = 100 GeV, where V0 = 110 eV is the transversal
potential height of the crystal. Particles with large entrance angles will on the other hand have a transversal
kinetic energy that is higher than the crystal potential
and will approximately follow rectilinear paths. The parameter ρ(θ0 ) ≃ (2V0 /mc2 θ0 )2 [9] compares the particle
deflection angle to the characteristic radiation angle. For
large ρ the particle deflection is larger than the radiation cone and the particle satisfies the so-called magnetic
bremsstrahlung (synchrotron radiation) condition. Oppositely, for small deflections the radiation spectrum satisfies the dipole approximation. The characteristic angle
dividing these two regimes is independent of the electron
energy and given by θv = V0 /mc2 = 215 µrad which is
called the Baier angle.
In the present experiment we investigate radiation in
the magnetic bremsstrahlung limit where one can essentially regard all radiation as emitted from a constant field.
This regime is obtained for θ ≪ θv and θγ ≪ θv where
θγ = 1/γ is the radiation angle which is e.g. 5 µrad for
a 100 GeV electron. For θ ≤ θc redistribution of the
electron flux is important since the electrons are mainly
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Figure 1: The differential radiation spectrum from an electron
traversing a Ge h110i crystal at 280 K entering the crystal
along the axis for different electron energies. The curves have
been calculated with Eq. (17.7) in [9]. ∆t = ∆l/c is the time
it takes to traverse the 200 µm crystal used in the experiment.
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Figure 2: The integral radiation intensity in axial alignment
(calculated with Eq. (17.15) [9]) divided by the Bethe-Heitler
radiation for different electron entrance angles and as a function of the energy E of the impinging electron.

confined to the axis. This affects the radiation yield significantly. For a broad θ range, the effect of the redistribution is unimportant but the constant field approximation (CFA) is still valid.
Formulas for the differential radiation spectrum,
dI/dω, from electrons at our experimental conditions and
the total radiation intensity, Itot , are given by Baier et
al. [9, Eq. (17.7)]. The differential radiation spectrum
for electrons moving along the axis is shown in Fig. 1
and the integral radiation enhancement as a function of
the electron energy and entrance angle in Fig. 2.
The integral radiation enhancement is defined as
ηtot =

Itot
× X0 ,
E

(3)

where X0 is the radiation length of the crystal. For
simplicity and since the beam divergence is large (∼
100 µrad) we neglect the effect of redistribution and assume that no particles are trapped in states around a
crystal axis (in other words no particles are channelled).
The strong-field parameter χ as defined in the abstract
corresponds to a particle exposed to a constant field.
However, for particles penetrating a crystal along an axis
or plane, the particles experience different fields depending on the distance to the axis. Therefore one cannot
probe a single value of the χ parameter with a crystal
but instead measures a combined effect. For crystals it is
useful to define the associated strong-field parameter [9]
χs =

V0 E~c
.
as (mc2 )3

(4)

The local strong-field parameter as a function of the
distance to the axis is [9, Eq. (17.10)]
√
x
χ(x) = 2χs
, 0 ≤ x ≤ x0 , x = ρ2 /a2s
(x + η)(x + η + 1)
(5)
where η = 0.115, as = 0.337 Å, and x0 = 15.8 are crystal
parameters. as is the screening distance and x is the
square of the distance to the crystal axis in units of as .
It is clear from Eq. (5) that χ is proportional to χs . For
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Figure 3: For a uniform particle distribution traversing a Ge
crystal along the h110i axis is shown the fraction of particles
that experience a field χ/χs or above.

a uniform particle distribution one can find the fraction
of particles that experience a χ-value of y = χ/χs or
above. This is plotted in Fig. 3. It can be seen that only
about 10 % of the particles travel in χ ≥ 0.5χs .
III.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiment was carried out using a tertiary beam
of electrons from the CERN SPS at the H4 beamline in
the North Area. The energy of the beam was varied from
10 GeV to 150 GeV. The experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 4 (the figure is not to scale). The beam is defined by
hits in scintillators Sc1 and Sc2 and no hit in ScH which
has a 12 mm hole. The position of the beam is determined with drift chambers 1 - 3 (DC1-DC3) with a resolution of approximately 0.17 mm (FWHM). The distance
from DC1 to DC2 is 29 m giving an entrance angle sensitivity of ∼ 20 µrad which is significantly smaller than the
deflection caused by multiple coulomb scattering (MCS)
which is of the order ∼ 180 µrad. This is mainly caused
by two scintillators used for beam control (not shown in
Fig. 4). DC2 and DC3 are used to measure the direction
of the electron after passing the 200 µm Ge crystal Xtal
(0.87%X0 ). We assume that this is the direction of the
emitted photon, correct up to an angle ∼ 1/γ. With electron energies from 10 GeV to 150 GeV this corresponds
to angles from 50 µrad to 3 µrad, which is comparable to
or less than the detection resolution.
Downstream of DC3, the electron beam is deflected
by a dipole magnet (MBPL). After the deflection, photons and electrons travel 10 m in a helium bag for the
beam to be sufficiently separated from the photons. A
copper target is inserted after the helium bag. This is
part of the pair spectrometer (PS) and has the purpose
of converting photons to electron-positron pairs. The
thickness of the converter is 14%X0 which is a compromise between getting good statistics and avoiding events
where two or more photons convert. The pair-conversion
probability is constant for the relevant photon energies.
Hence, the spectrum measured with the pair spectrometer corresponds to a pile-up free photon spectrum scaled

by a conversion factor. A solid-state detector (called
SSD, 5 cm) is inserted after the Cu converter. It can be
used to check if any pairs were created in the converter
or further upstream. All pairs created in the converter
and with energies above 100 MeV will be detected by
the SSD detector since the Borsellino angle [13] (the angle between the electron and the positron of the created
2
pair) is given by θ = 4mc
~ω which is 20 mrad for a 100
MeV photon and the distance from the converter to the
detector is ∼ 1 m.
A MDX dipole magnet deflects pairs generated between the MBPL and the MDX. The deflection of the
pair is measured by DC5 and DC6, from which the momenta of the particles can be found. The PS is described
in detail below. Downstream of DC6 are three lead glass
calorimeters (LG). These are used to detect the energetic
pairs (deflected less than 26 mrad) and the majority of
the photons (∼ 89%) which do not convert and hit the
central lead glass calorimeter (LgC).
With the pair spectrometer we can remove pile-up from
the photon spectrum which is not possible with the lead
glass calorimeter. Pile-up changes the shape of the true
radiation spectrum mainly by decreasing the low-energy
part but also by slightly increasing the high-energy part.
The disadvantage of the pair spectrometer is lower statistics and a higher detection threshold (∼ 10 GeV, see below) compared to the lead glass calorimeter.
To calculate the momentum of a pair we demand 2 hits
in DC5 and 1 or 2 in DC6 (or the reverse) and hits in 2
of the 3 first DCs. Hits in the DCs before the MBPL are
used to define the direction of the emitted photon. In the
case of two hits in both DC5 and DC6, we can directly
find the angles of the electron and positron and use this to
calculate the deflection caused by the MDX. In the case
where the electron only hits one of DC5 and DC6, we
extrapolate the trajectory from DC1-3 and the positron
hits in DC5 and DC6 to find the deflection vertex in
the MDX magnet. The vertex is defined as the position
where the extrapolated trajectories from the drift chambers upstream and downstream intersect in the MDX
magnet. The deflection of the electron is then found from
the coordinates of the DC hit and the deflection vertex.
A similar procedure can be done in the case where the
positron only hits one DC. Since the detection efficiency
of the drift chambers is high (∼ 95%) these events dominate for low energy particles where a particle is detected
in DC5 but deflected outside DC6.
The integrated field of the magnet is calibrated by measurements of the deflection of beams of known energies.
From the deflection measured by DC5 and DC6 the integrated magnetic field of the MDX magnet was found to
be in good agreement with standard magnet calibrations
performed by the use of probes. Furthermore, we have
estimated the PS momentum resolution
p as a function of
particle momentum. We find δp
=
A2 + B 2 p2 c2 with
p
−3
A = 0.051 and B = 0.57 × 10 GeV−1 , where A depends on the amount of MCS from DC5 to DC6 and is
in good agreement with expectations. The B term is con-
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Figure 4: Experimental setup (not to scale). An electron beam enters from the left. DC refers to drift chambers and Sc to
scintillators. Xtal is the Ge crystal (0.87%X0 ), ScH a hole scintillator (12 mm), MBPL the deflection magnet, Cu a copper
converter, SSD a solid-state detector, MDX the second deflection magnet and Lg refers to lead glass calorimeters (J for Jura
and S for Salève, landmarks near Geneva, and C for center). Dashed boxes indicate vacuum pipes. The overall length is around
60 meters from the first scintillator to the lead glass detectors. All distances on the figure are between adjacent DCs.

nected to the chamber resolution and reflects a position
uncertainty of ∼ 170 µm. Thus, for converted photons,
the measured deflections may be used to calculate the
momenta of the electron and positron, and subsequently
the energy of the radiated photon.

are channelled. Furthermore, channelling leads to redistribution of the particles and this is not included in the
theoretical calculations. Hence, the mosaic spread is of
negligible importance for these measurements.

IV.
A.

DATA ANALYSIS

Germanium crystal

The germanium crystal was mounted on a goniometer for a stable and precise orientation of the crystal.
The rotation of the crystal can be controlled in 1.7 µrad
steps. The crystal was aligned by rotations around the
vertical and horisontal axis (transverse to the beam direction) and measuring the radiation yield. After the
experiment a thorough analysis of the scanning data was
performed. The results show that the position defined
as “on axis” during the experiment was approximately
0.08 mrad away from the real axis. We have investigated
the effect of the displacement by plotting the enhancement as a function of the entrance angle. Since the
strong-field effects are present within the Baier angle we
do not observe any significant variation of radiation enhancement for entrance angles less than 0.2 mrad.
Furthermore, the crystal setup was inadvently perturbed so the position of the axis changed during the
experiment. When this was discovered a new axis position was determined. The post analysis shows that the
axis position had changed around 0.3 mrad. The 50 GeV
data were measured right before this was discovered, and
one cannot exclude that they might be affected. However,
0.3 mrad is not significantly larger than the Baier angle
θv inside which the strong-field effects are only weakly
dependent on the exact direction.
The thickness of the crystal has been measured to be
180 µm at one edge and 220 µm at the opposite. From
X-ray reflection a clear h110i axis has been observed with
a mosaic spread of σmosaic = 0.22 mrad. This is comparable to the Baier angle. The mosaic spread is a source
of dechannelling which will slightly reduce the radiation
enhancement. However, this is not important for this
experiment, where only a small fraction of the electrons

The main goal of this experiment was to measure a
pile-up free photon spectrum from electrons subjected
to the strong field in a germanium crystal and furthermore to investigate the integral radiation enhancement
for electron energies corresponding to associated strongfield parameters from χs = 0.048 to χs = 0.72. With
these parameters we probe the onset of quantum effects,
where the radiation intensity in units of the classical intensity is ranging from Ie /Icl ≃ 0.8 to 0.3. This has been
calculated with Eq. (7) and the fit shown in Fig. 11. In
the following a thorough exposition of the data will be
given together with a discussion of the observations.

A.

Cuts

In the analysis we have used different cuts to clean the
data. At level 0 the normalisation trigger condition is
fulfilled, i.e. hits in Sc1 and Sc2 and no hit in ScH. A
pair trigger is also used which furthermore requires a hit
in either of the scintillators placed in front of the lead
glass calorimeters. Since DAQ deadtime is significant
with the present setup, normalisation events are scaled
by 2 to get more pair events in the final data sample.
This slightly biases the LG measurements but since the
conversion probability is low this should only be a ∼ 10%
effect.
At level 1 we demand a signal in DC1 and DC2 which
is used to determine the entrance angle. For the pair
spectrometer measurements we furthermore require that
the calibration algorithm has run successfully. To ensure
that the particles are within the Baier angle of the crystal
(θ = V0 /m = 215 µrad) we restrict the entrance angles
to be less than 100 µrad. This is done at level 2, which

0.06
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Figure 5: (Color online) Left: Lead glass measurements for 120 GeV electrons at level 1 and 2 for no target and random position
with Bethe-Heitler fits. The fits include a pile-up correction [14]. Right: No target subtracted from random at level 1 and 2 to
see the radiation from the non-aligned crystal.

is the last cut used in the LG analysis. For the pair
spectrometer more cuts are used. We can use the number
of particles in DC5 and DC6, the signal seen in the SSD
detector, and the reconstructed vertex position in the
MDX magnet. These will be further described later.
B.

Background radiation

When the crystal is in a non-aligned position, the radiation spectrum should correspond to radiation from an
amorphous target which is given by the Bethe-Heitler formula. The radiation spectrum from a measurement without the crystal (no target) and with the crystal in random
position is shown in Fig. 5. There is a clear excess of radiation with the crystal; however from the Bethe-Heitler
fits (with pile-up effects included with the corrections of
Baier and Katkov[14]) one sees that the excess only corresponds to 0.46%X0 which is much less than the expected
0.87%X0 . This discrepancy cannot be explained by an error in the crystal thickness. Since we are only hitting the
central part of the crystal the thickness variation should
not be more than ±15 µm around 200 µm. This means
more than 0.8%X0 at all positions. A possible explanation for the discrepancy could be a large amount of material between the MBPL magnet and the Cu converter.
This would increase the probability of a photon converting to a pair which reduces the amount of radiation that
is detected. We have made a Monte Carlo simulation to
investigate this possibility, and find that it seems like a
plausible explanation. The unknown material could very
well be related with a disconnected helium bag. If this
is the case, one would have approximately 3%X0 more
material from the MBPL to the converter. This would
also lead to more MCS between DC3 and DC5. From
data with direct beams (MBPL turned off), which was

originally used for lead glass calibrations, we observe an
angular spread from DC3 to DC5 of ∼ 160 µrad, where
we have fitted a gaussian distribution to the particle direction change. If we include the detector resolution of
0.4 mm this corresponds to MCS of ∼ 150 µrad which is
more than the expected MCS. These circumstances are
definitely a challenge for this experiment, but the shapes
of the differential radiation spectra are not significantly
affected by this, since the pair conversion probability is
almost constant at these energies. The extra material
from the MBPL magnet to the Cu converter only decreases the amount of radiation by a certain fraction.
Therefore one can correct for these effects by using the
measured random radiation by the lead glass calorimeter which is 0.46%X0 . The enhancement spectra are not
affected, since both the random and the aligned are affected by the same fraction.
For the lead glass data shown in Fig. 5, the difference
between the L1 and L2 data is mainly the decrease at high
photon energies. Since the difference between the random
and no target spectra is almost identical for L1 and L2
data, as can be seen in Fig. 5, the change is most likely
connected with background radiation from upstream the
setup. The peak around 0.2E0 is probably also caused
by radiation from upstream the setup. Similar peaks are
also observed at other electron energies (see LG data in
Fig. 8).
Due to beamtime limitations, only one background
measurement was made at an electron energy of 120 GeV.
We assume that the ratio between the random orientation
spectrum and the no target spectrum is energy independent and the same for all electron energies. For the level
2 120 GeV lead glass measurements shown in Fig. 5, we
find dNBackground /d~ω = 1/1.125 · dNrandom /d~ω. For
the pair spectrometer we have found a similar value for
this ratio.
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C.

Simulations of the pair spectrometer

The detection efficiency of the lead glass calorimeter is
close to 1. This is not the case for the pair spectrometer
and therefore it is crucial to include it. We have determined the efficiency by comparing the measured random
spectra with a Monte Carlo simulation of the spectrometer. In the simulation, we include detector resolution,
multiple coulomb scattering, and detector geometry. We
let an incoming electron emit photons according to the
Bethe-Heitler radiation probability. If one or more photons are emitted, we always let one and only one photon pair convert. Since the pair-conversion probability
above 1 GeV is to a good approximation independent of
the photon energy, one can later scale the simulation by
the conversion probability. The geometry of the spectrometer results in a detection threshold of around 10
GeV depending on the cuts and MDX field used. In the
simulation we assume that the crystal contributes only
0.46%X0 , since this is what is measured with the lead
glass calorimeter. In Fig. 6 we show 120 GeV data and
simulations at level 2 and 3. The cuts used can be found
in Tab. I. The simulations have been scaled by a normalisation factor. This factor is 0.114 at L2 and 0.045
at L3, but varies slightly for the different electron energies. Since the factor includes the conversion probability
of the Cu converter, it is expected to be close to 0.11,
since the converter thickness is 14%X0 . This is also the
case for the L2 data. The large difference between L2
and L3 is unexplained, but the shapes of the MC and the
data still agree very well. Nevertheless, we do not think
this poses a serious problem and the spectrometer setup
is considered understood.
The level 3 cut is only used to ”clean” the data and do
not effect the normalization. The difference between L2
and L3 is the demand of two hits in both DC5 and DC6.
This removes the low energy part of the data as also seen
in Fig. 6. Furthermore, the double hit restriction seems
to improve the energy determination of the spectrometer
significantly. The effect of additional cuts used to clean
the PS data has been investigated. For example cuts in
the SSD signal and cuts on the deflection vertex in the
MDX. These however do not affect the spectral shape
significantly and they have not been used in the final
data analysis.
The pair spectrometer detection efficiencies can be
found from the normalisation factors and the simulations
and is plotted in Fig. 7. With the efficiency correction we
can directly compare the measured PS radiation spectra
to the theoretical calculations. However, the radiation
enhancement is the ratio between the axial radiation and
random radiation and is therefore independent of the detection efficiency. This is a big advantage since the results
in that case do not rely on MC simulations.

D.

Differential radiation spectra

The calculated differential radiation spectra are compared to both the LG and the PS measurements. The
calculated spectra have been averaged over entrance angles from 0 to 165 µrad. The value used for the upper
limit was determined by the applicability of the theoretical formula. Since the beam divergence is ∼ 100 µrad
and the position of the axis is somewhat uncertain we assume a uniform particle distribution over 0 to 165 µrad.
The differential spectra are only slightly dependent on
the entrance angle at these values and the assumption
of a uniform distribution does not affect the theoretical
results significantly. Fig. 2 also shows that the radiation
intensity is only slightly affected by the electron entrance
angle. The axial PS L3 data are plotted in Fig. 8. The
shape of the measured spectra generally agree with the
theoretical calculations. The data are shown with only
statistical errors.
The lead glass measurements are consistently below
the PS data and the theoretical curve at low photon energies. We expect this to be caused by pile-up which
is also consistent with the resulting increase observed at
higher energies. For 10 GeV the PS statistics is very poor.
The 120 GeV data are consistently below the theoretical
values. This is almost certainly caused by a slightly misaligned crystal as mentioned earlier.

E.

Enhancement

The differential radiation enhancement is defined as
η(~ω) =

dNaxial /d~ω
dNrandom /d~ω

(6)

where both spectra have had the background subtracted.
The differential enhancement for 100 GeV PS L3 data
is shown in Fig. 9 together with the LG data and a
theoretical curve. The curves are similar to Fig. 8 since
the random spectrum is close to constant.
The integral enhancement is plotted in Fig. 10 for
both LG and PS data. Theoretical calculations of the
enhancements that have been corrected for the detection
energy thresholds, are also plotted. These enhancements
are lower than those plotted in Fig. 2 since the threshold
is 2 GeV for LG measurements and 18 GeV for PS data
at level 3 (3 GeV for the 10 and 20 GeV data where
the MDX was run at lower current). A good agreement
between the PS data and theory can be seen, but there
are significant discrepancies for the LG data. The drop
in enhancement from 100 GeV to 50 GeV is connected
to the detection thresholds. The discrepancies between
theory and the LG data is probably caused by pile-up.
A χ2 analysis of the PS L3 data gives χ2 /ndf = 7.99/6
and a χ2 probability of 24%.
In this experiment we probe associated strong-field parameters of χs that are below unity and hence the onset
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Figure 6: Monte Carlo simulations (red crosses) and random data (blue dots) for 120 GeV electrons at level 2 (left) and level
3 (right). At level 2 the simulation has been scaled with 0.11 and at level 3 with 0.045.
Level
Pre Cut
Post Cut
0
Norm trigger
No cut
1
Pre Cut 0 and hit in DC1 and DC2
Pair spec. algorithm has run
2 Pre Cut 1 and entrance angle less than 100 µrad
Post Cut 1
3
Pre Cut 2
Post Cut 1 and 2 hits in both DC5 and DC6
Table I: Cuts used for the PS analysis. Pre cuts are used to limit the events used in normalisation and post cuts are used to
define good events.

of quantum effects. In a previous experiment by Kirsebom et al.[4] values of the associated strong-field parameters above unity was probed in a tungsten crystal. These
results are plotted together with our lead glass measurements in Fig. 11. One cannot directly compare the two
data sets, since the enhancement not only depends on χs
but also on the crystal structure.
We wish to model the χs dependence of the enhancement with expressions calculated for single-field radiation. This is not strictly correct but may give an approximate relation between χ, χs , and the quantum suppression. Baier et al.[9] have found approximate expressions
for the quantum suppression of synchroton radiation as
a function of χ.
Ie
= (1 + 4.8(1 + χ) ln(1 + 1.7χ) + 2.44χ2 )−2/3 .
Icl

the central objectives of this experiment was to observe
the change in radiation spectrum when quantum recoil
and spin-flip transitions affect the process. In Fig. 12
we compare the 100 GeV PS data to several theoretical
calculations. Besides the curve from Fig. 8, we have
fitted a CFA calculation to the data. The fit parameters
are the strong-field parameter χ and a scaling factor. We
find χ = 0.68 ± 0.16. With this field we plot the CFA
theory without the spin-flip contribution and the classical
radiation spectrum. Spin-flip transitions are only a small
contribution at this field but the difference between the
classical spectrum and the measurements is drastic and
the classical formula is clearly inadequate at these fields.

(7)

Since Icl ∝ χ and IBH ∝ E ∝ χ the radiation enhancement is given by η(χ) = Ie /IBH ∝ χIe . Eq. (5) shows
that the local χ is proportional to χs . We have therefore
fitted η(Aχs ) = Bχs Ie (Aχs ) where A and B are fitting
parameters. The results are shown in Fig. 11.
Baier et al. have also made a calculation that includes
energy loss during the passage of the W crystal (blue
line) [15] which is plotted. Such calculations have not
been made for the Ge crystal.
As mentioned at the beginning of the article one of

V.

CONCLUSION

2

This is the first experiment to probe the associated
strong-field parameter interval from χs = 0.048 to χs =
0.723 and measure pile-up free photon spectra from channeled electrons. We have compared theoretical calculations based on the constant field approximation to measurements of the differential radiation spectra from an
aligned germanium crystal. With the electron energies
used in this experiment we investigate the onset of quantum suppression of synchroton radiation. This is rele-
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Figure 7: Pair spectrometer efficiency at level 2 and 3 for 120 GeV data. The efficiency includes the conversion probability
from the Cu converter.
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Figure 8: Differential radiation spectra for 10, 20, 50, 100, 120 and 150 GeV electrons along the Ge h110i axis for LG and
PS measurements. Theoretical calculations based on formulas by Baier et al. are also plotted. The error bars only represent
statistical uncertainties.

vant for possible future electron-positron colliders. The
present experimental results are in agreement with theories.
Finally, we note that our previous experiment on ’tridents’ [16], where a factor 2-3 disagreement with theory
was found, was performed with a setup very similar to
that presented here, and with the same type of target
crystal. The present findings support our interpretation
that the explanation for the disagreement reported there

is likely to be due to effects not included in the theory.
VI.
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Figure 12: 100 GeV PS data with theoretical calculations.
The CFA has been fitted to the data (black line) and we find
χ = 0.68 ± 0.16. The CFA without the spin contribution
has been plotted with the parameters found from the CFA
fit (black dotted) and the classical synchroton radiation spectrum has been plotted for the same field (blue).

